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ABSTRACT 

Protecting private data exchanged over the Internet and controlling access to this data have become a 

growing privacy and confidentiality concern. Digital image steganography helps conceal private data 

within a cover image to obtain a new image, practically indistinguishable from the original, in such a 

way that unauthorized individuals cannot detect the presence of the concealed data in the new cover. 

Capacity size of the cover image and imperceptibility are therefore considered critical requirements to 

assess the performance of steganography algorithms. This paper presents a highly efficient 

steganography algorithm that is capable of hiding a large size of miscellaneous data (text files, binary 

images, coloured images or a combination of these data types) in a single cover image using Haar 

Wavelet transform. Details of the proposed embedding and extraction algorithms for different data types 

are presented and discussed. The performance of the proposed steganography method is assessed in 

terms of the capacity of the cover image, imperceptibility and robustness. The obtained experimental 

results and observations demonstrated that the developed algorithms are highly efficient in terms of the 

capacity size of the cover image while maintaining a relatively low mean square error (MSE), high peak 

signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) and a reasonable robustness against various attacks.  

KEYWORDS 
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1.  INTRODUCTION 

With the worldwide growth of Internet users, security and confidentiality have become a prime 

importance to protect personal and sensitive data from unauthorized access.  Numerous data 

hiding methods have been reported in the literature to increase the level of information security. 

Of these, cryptography [1]–[4], steganography [5]–[7] and watermarking [8]–[10] are the most 

common methods in practice today. Searching Google for cryptography, steganography and 

watermarking has recently returned 3.9, 0.519 and 0.743 million results, respectively. This 

provides evidence for the growing importance of information hiding.  Unlike cryptography in 

which the sender converts plaintext to cipher-text (or vice versa) by using an 

encryption/decryption key, steganography and watermarking are about embedding data within 

another object known as a cover by tweaking its properties. Steganography and watermarking 

however differ in their goals, implementations, applications, size of embedded data and 

robustness requirements.   

The term steganography was extracted from a Greek word, meaning covered writing, where 

‘stegano’ means ‘cover’, while ‘graphos’ is known as ‘writing’ in English. Its main goal is to 
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hide a message m in a cover data c, to obtain new data c', practically indistinguishable from c, 

by people, in such away that unauthorized individuals cannot detect the presence of m in c'. In 

contrast, the main goal of watermarking is to hide a message m in a cover data c, to obtain new 

data c', practically visible or invisible, in such a way that unauthorized individuals cannot 

remove or replace m in c’. Thus, steganography methods usually do not need to provide strong 

security against removal or modification of the hidden message, while watermarking methods 

need to be robust enough against attempts to remove or modify the hidden message [8]–[10]. 

Furthermore, steganography is typically used to conceal a message in one-to-one 

communications, while watermarking is used whenever the cover-data is available to many 

parties who are aware of the presence of the hidden data [4].  

Popular applications of watermarking are copyright protection and ownership verifications of 

digital data by embedding copyright statements (visible or invisible), monitoring data 

transmission in order to control royalty payments or simply tracking the distribution to localize 

the data for marketing [4]. Image steganography applications on the other hand follow one 

general principle of hiding a large-size secret data in a single cover image that is exchanged 

between the communicating parties. The capacity size of the cover image (c) and 

imperceptibility of the stego image (c’) are therefore considered the main critical requirements 

for steganography.  

Peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) and the mean square error (MSE) have been widely used 

metrics to evaluate the imperceptibility of stego images. In [11], the authors suggested that one 

secret image in the spatial domain can be concealed within the cover image using the least 

significant bit (LSB) technique. Random pixels of the cover image will be selected in order to 

modify their LSB with the most significant bits (MSB) of the secret image or private text; hence 

the stego image is formed. However, this method provides low PSNR, low MSE as well as low 

level of the overall security. Another model proposed that an image could be hidden into 

another image using pixel-value differencing [12]. The PSNR and MSE values were equal to 

41.79 dB and 2.07, respectively. Moreover, It has been suggested that discrete cosine transform 

(DCT) combined with LSB method can be used for enhanced steganography technique [13]. 

The idea of this method is to convert the images into the frequency domain by applying DCT, 

and then the secret data will be hidden in the LSB of the DCT coefficients. However, in this 

method, PSNR value was about 38 dB.  

In an effort to develop the system, a steganography algorithm based on the Wavelet transform 

has also been introduced. In this method, both secret and cover images will be converted from 

the spatial domain into frequency domain using Wavelet transform. Then, the secret image will 

be concealed within the cover image using LSB method. The inverse of the Wavelet transform 

is applied in order to obtain the cover image in the spatial domain. Efficient PSNR and MSE 

were achieved [5], [7], [14]-[15]. Another method was also developed where both cover and 

secret images will be decomposed into their three-colour layers R, G and B [16]. Using discrete 

wavelet transform (DWT), each layer is divided into four levels. After that, alpha combination 

method is applied to conceal each layer of the secret image. The PSNR value of this method 

was 29 dB.  

Steganography system performance can be improved by applying both DWT and DCT [17]. 

The cover image can be sub-divided into four sub-bands using DWT and the DCT is applied to 

the HH sub-band. Secret image is dispersed into HH using session key and sequences pseudo 

random. Outcome PSNR of this method is 27.39 dB. Moreover, it was suggested that Wavelet 

transform and genetic algorithm can be used to achieve high capacity image steganography [18]. 

It was argued that the genetic algorithm based mapping could be used to embed the secret 

information into the coefficients of the DWT in 4×4 blocks cover image. A high value of PSNR 

was achieved, along with the capacity; both are equal to 45.2 dB and 50%, respectively.  
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High capacity data hiding using LSB steganography and encryption is a new field of 

steganography. This technique using LSB and encryption aimed to have high capacity as well as 

an acceptable level of the overall security [19]. Furthermore, a new model was developed, 
where a robust and highly secure steganography algorithm using dual Wavelet and blending 

mode was applied [20]. Further research was carried out on steganography techniques in order 

to increase the capacity as well as the PSNR using DWT and Arnold Transform [21]. The 

capacity and the PSNR were equal to 75% and about 50 dB, respectively. Another 

steganography technique was also proposed in [22], using DWT and Huffman coding. The 

achieved PSNR and capacity from this technique were 54.93 dB and 64.5%, respectively. In 

conclusion, the performance of steganography techniques has been a trade-off among capacity, 

security, robustness and distortion.  

In [23], the authors reported a steganography technique based on the discrete wavelet transform. 

This technique was capable of hiding a secret message and a small-size image into a large-size 

image. Another steganography method was also reported in [15] that was capable of hiding one 

secret image within another single image. However, most of the previously reported 

steganography techniques support hiding size images or text messages or a combination of both. 

Wavelet transform-based steganography techniques are usually criticized because of the 

inherent complexity and cost of the incorporated algorithms, in such a way that the trade-off 

between complexity and performance is not justified. In this paper, we present a more efficient 

steganography technique that extends a previously reported work by the authors in [5] based on 

Haar wavelet transform. The proposed technique allows hiding any combination of secret 

images (black and white (B&W) or coloured) and large secret text files can be concealed within 

a single cover image. All these types of private data can be concealed in a single stego image of 

a size of 512×512×3 pixels. In addition, the stego image is formed to be always equal to the 

cover image.  

The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. Background information on the wavelet 

transform, least significant bit (LSB) and pseudo random number techniques that are adopted in 

the proposed steganography are presented in Section 2. Details of the proposed embedding and 

extraction algorithms are given in Section 3. Data hiding scenarios for different combinations of 

data types are discussed in Section 4. Performance metrics that are used to evaluate the 

proposed steganography are presented in Section 5. The obtained evaluation results are 

presented and discussed in Section 6. Finally, the work is concluded in Section 7. 

2.  BACKGROUND  

This section provides theoretical background on wavelet transform, least significant bit (LSB) 

and pseudo random number techniques.  

2.1 Haar DWT 

One of the most developed transforms that can be used to transform a signal from the spatial to 

the frequency domain and vice versa is the Wavelet transform. The Wavelet transform, and 

other related transforms, can be considered a second generation of transforms. Wavelets are 

defined as oscillations of short waves that decay rapidly over time [24]. Moreover, they have an 

enormous number of applications that can be implemented in various fields such as signal 

processing, data compressing, fingerprint verification, smoothing, image de-noising and speech 

recognition. It has been reported that the Wavelet transform can be applied to the steganography 

technique in order to increase the capacity as well as the robustness [25]. One of the Wavelet 

transform families known as “Haar” has been implemented in this work. It converts an image 

from spatial domain to frequency domain by applying horizontal and vertical operations, 

respectively.  
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The Haar DWT is used in the proposed steganography technique. It is the simplest transform in 

wavelet mathematics, because it uses square pulses to approximate the original function. It is 
used to convert the cover image into four sub-bands that are approximation, vertical, horizontal 

and diagonal coefficients, which represent low-low, high-low, low-high and high-high 

frequencies, respectively. Approximation coefficients will not be used to conceal secret 

information, since human eyes are very sensitive to small changes in the low-low frequency. 

However, the rest of the coefficients contain high frequencies, thus secret data will be corrected 

and concealed within these bands by the use of both least significant bit and pseudo random 

number techniques. Once the embedding process is completed, the inverse Haar DWT is applied 

in order to form the stego image. The vertical and horizontal operations are shown in Figure 1 

and described briefly as follows [11].  

2.1.1 Horizontal Operation  

In this operation, an image will be divided into two bands that are low and high frequencies. 

Pixels are scanned from left to right in the horizontal direction. Addition and subtraction 

operations are performed on the neighboring pixels. The results of addition are on the left side 

that represents the low frequency band. However, subtraction, which represents the high 

frequency band, is held on the right side, as illustrated in Figure 1 (a).  

2.1.2 Vertical Operation  

Low and high frequencies obtained from the horizontal operation are further sub-divided into 

low-low, low-high, high-low and high-high frequencies. All pixels will be scanned over for the 

addition and subtraction operations, but in the vertical direction. The addition of the neighboring 

pixels will be held in the top, while the subtraction result will be located in the bottom, as 

illustrated in Figure 1 (b).  

  

(a) Horizontal operation (b) Vertical operation 

Figure 1. Horizontal and vertical operations. 

2.2 LSB Technique  

Least significant bit (LSB) is one of the common techniques being used for embedding data. It 

operates by replacing the least significant bit on one byte by another bit of a secret data. Images 

are made up of a large number of dots known as pixels and each pixel contains three bytes 

represented as RGB. Relying on the abundance of each colour, these three bytes will design the 

various colours of each pixel in the image that will result in changing the whole image colour. 

For example, the decimal RGB values for the black colour are (0, 0, 0), respectively. In contrast, 

the decimal RGB values for the white colour are (255, 255, 255). Table 1 shows that as the 

number of bytes changes, the colour of the pixel will be changed, which will result in changing 

the colour of the whole image. Furthermore, the range of colour for one byte will be from 0 to 

255; that are from black to white.  
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Table 1. Resultant pixel colour relying on the abundance of each RGB. 

 Red Layer (R) Green Layer (G) Blue Layer (B) Resultant Colour 

Binary 00000000 00000000 00000000 Black 

Decimal 0 0 0 Black 

Binary 11111111 11111111 11111111 White 

Decimal 255 255 255 White 

Changing the least significant bit-plane of one byte will not cause a visible effect on the overall 

colour of the pixels. The embedding process of the least significant bit technique will therefore 

replace the least significant bit of the cover medium with the secret data bits. Table 2 shows the 

effect on the overall colour of the pixel by altering the least significant bit of the cover image. It 

can be seen that the overall colour of the pixel will remain constant, even if the LSB has been 

changed. Therefore, hiding the bits of the secret data into the least significant bit of the cover 

image will not catch the attention of the eavesdroppers.  

Table 2. Effect on the final colour of the pixel by changing LSB. 

 Red Layer (R) Green Layer (G) Blue Layer (B) Resultant Colour 

Binary 10100101 00101010 00101010 Brown 

Decimal 165 42 42 Brown 

Binary 10100100 00101011 00101011 Brown 

Decimal 164 43 43 Brown 

2.3 Pseudo Random-Number Technique  

In this technique, the secret image is embedded and extracted by a conventional way. The secret 

image is initially converted into binary representation and resized according to the cover image 

size in order to be concealed. When the coefficients of the secret image equal 0, a pseudo-

random number will be added to the coefficients of the cover image. However, when the secret 

image equals 1, the cover image will be kept as it is. Nevertheless, at the decoder side, a 

correlation theory will be implemented in which the original cover image is compared to the 

stego image. If the coefficients of the stego image equal the coefficients of the original cover 

image, the value of the secret image will be 1; otherwise, it will be 0. The embedding (or 

encoding) and extracting (or decoding) process can be explained by the following examples. 

Example 1:  Embedding process  

 

Example 2: Extracting process  
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3.  STEGANOGRAPHY ALGORITHMS  

The algorithms presented in this section were designed and developed using MATLAB
TM

 

environment. Details of the embedding and extraction algorithms of the proposed stenography 

are described as follows.  

3.1 Embedding Algorithm  

Figure 2 shows a block diagram for the proposed embedding process of hiding multiple types of 

information. Steps of the encoding process can be summarized as follows. 

Step 1: Select and read cover image, three secret B&W images, one secret colour image and one 

secret text file. 

Inputs: Cover image, three B&W secret images, one coloured secret image and one secret text 

file. 

Process: The user will be asked to choose the cover image, three B&W secret images, one 

secret colour image and one secret text file in order to be read.  

Outputs: Cover image, three B&W secret images, one coloured secret image and one secret text 

file are read. 

End 

Step 2: Separate cover image into three planes R, G and B. 

Input: Cover image. 

Process: Firstly, cover image will be resized to 512×512. After that, planes of the cover image 

will be separated into three layers that are red, blue and green. These layers will be used to hide 

various secret data. 

Outputs: Separated cover image planes. 

End 

Step 3: Corrections of R, G and B planes of the cover image. 

Inputs: Separated cover image planes. 

Process: Firstly, Wavelet transform will be applied to the red-plane where the coefficient sizes 

excluding approximation will be determined. Secondly, green-plane will be converted into 

binary vector. Finally, B-plane will be reshaped, and then each pixel will be reduced by one bit. 

Outputs: Separated cover image planes corrected. 
End 

Step 4: Correction of the secret data.  

Inputs: Three B&W images, one secret colour image and one secret text file 

Process: Firstly, B&W images will be resized according to horizontal, vertical and diagonal 
coefficients of the R-plane of the cover image. Secondly, secret colour image will be resized to 
145 ×150, then reshaped into binary vector. Finally, secret text file will be converted into binary 
vector. After that, the length of this binary vector will be equalized according to the length of 
the B-plane of the cover image. 

Outputs: Secret data corrected. 

End 

Step 5: Hide three B&W secret images into red layer. 

Inputs: Red layer of the cover image. 
Process: Three B&W secret images will be concealed within the red layer of the cover image 
using the techniques discussed in Section 2. 
Output: Stego-red layer. 
End 
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Figure 2. Encoding process of hiding multiple types of information [5]. 

Step 6: Hide one secret colour image into the blue layer. 

Input: Blue layer. 

Process: One secret colour image will be concealed within the blue layer.   

Output: Stego-blue layer. 

End 

Step 7: Hide large secret text file into the green layer. 

Input: Green layer. 

Process: Following the same process that has been applied in step 5, the secret text file can be 
hidden within the green layer of the cover image. 

Output: Stego-green layer. 

End 

Step 8: Concatenating three stego-layers together in order to create the stego image. 

Inputs: Stego-red, Stego-blue and Stego-green layers. 

Process: Stego-layers that are carrying various data will be concatenated in order to produce the 
stego image.  

Outputs: Stego image. 

End 

3.2 Extraction Algorithm 

Figure 3 shows a block diagram for the proposed extraction process of hiding multiple types of 

information. Steps of this process can be summarized as follows. 

Step 1: Select and read stego and cover images. 

Inputs: Stego and cover images. 
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Process: The user will be asked to select stego and cover images in order to be read.  

Outputs: Stego image and cover image are read. 

End 

Step 2: Separation of the layers of stego and cover images. 

Inputs: Stego-image and cover image. 

Process: Stego and cover image layers will be separated into three layers that are R, G and B. 

Outputs: Separated layers of the stego and cover images.  

End 

Step 3: Correction of the layers of stego and cover images. 

Inputs: Separated layers of the stego and cover images. 

Process: Firstly, Haar Wavelet transform will be applied to the R-layer of the stego and cover 

images in order to figure out the horizontal, vertical and diagonal coefficients. Secondly, the 

blue layer of the stego image will be converted into binary vector. Finally, Both green layers of 

the stego and cover images will be reshaped to 1D. 

Outputs: Layers of the stego and cover images are corrected. 

End 

Step 4: Retrieving process of three B&W secret images. 

Inputs: Horizontal, vertical and diagonal coefficients of the R-planes. 

Process: Compare the horizontal coefficient of the stego image with the equivalent coefficient 

of the cover image. Using the pseudo random number technique, the secret binary image 

concealed within this coefficient can be retrieved. Similar process will be applied to the rest of 

the coefficients in order to extract other secret images. 

Outputs: Three B&W secret images. 

End 

Step 5: Extraction process of one secret colour image. 

Inputs: The blue layer of the stego image in binary vector. 

Process: Secret colour image can be extracted by the use of least significant bits (LSB) 
technique. Binary vector can be obtained by taking two bits every 6 bits of the blue layer of the 
stego image in binary vector. Then, this binary vector will be divided into three equivalent 
binary vectors. Finally, these three binary vectors will be converted into 2D and concatenated in 
order to figure out the secret colour image in 2D format. 

Outputs: One secret colour image. 

End  

Step 6: Extraction process of large secret text file. 

Inputs: Reshaped green layers of the stego and cover images.  

Process: Implementing pseudo random number techniques, the reshaped stego and cover image 
pixels will be compared in order to figure out a binary vector. This binary vector will be 
converted into a string of characteristics and saved as ‘secret text file.txt’. 

Output: Large secret text file. 

End 
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Figure 3. Decoding process of hiding multiple types of information [5]. 

 

4.  DATA HIDING SCENARIOS  

Scenarios of hiding different combinations of data types in a single cover image are presented 

and discussed in this section. These include hiding colour images, B&W images and larger text 

files or combinations of these data types in a single cover image.  

4.1 Multiple B&W Images  

In this scenario, the user can hide multiple B&W images as shown in Figure 4. The B&W 

images illustrated in Figure 4 (a) are embedded in a single cover image (Sailboat.tif), see Figure 

4 (b). The obtained stego image is shown in Figure 4 (c). As illustrated, the stego image is 

indistinguishable from the original cover by the naked eye. Furthermore, the size of the sego 

image is identical to that of the original cover. 

  

 

 

 
(a) Example of secret binary images 
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(b) Cover-image                                     (c) Stego image 

Figure 4. Hiding multiple B&W images in a single cover image (Sailboat.tif). 

4.2 Multiple Coloured Images  

In this scenario, the user can hide multiple coloured images as shown in Figure 5. The three 

coloured images of Figure 5 (a) are embedded in a single coloured image (Goldhill.bmp), see 

Figure 5 (b). In this case, two layers are used to hide the two images; each layer carries one 

secret colour image. As shown in Figure 5 (c), the resultant stego image is again 

indistinguishable from the original cover.  

   

(a) Examples of secret coloured images  

 

  
(b) Cover image c) Stego image 

Figure 5. Hiding multiple coloured images in a single cover image (Goldhill.bmp). 

4.3 Multiple Text Files  

In this scenario, layers of the cover image are used to hide large text files. Figure 6 shows an 

example of hiding three copies of Shakespeare’s Tempest (Figure 6 (a)) in a single cover image 

(board.tif) shown in Figure 6 (b). Each layer of the cover image carries one secret file. As 

illustrated, the appearance and size of the stego image of Figure 6 (c) are indistinguishable from 

those of the original image. It should be noted here that the size of each Tempest’s file 

comprises 107520 characters; hence more than 322000 characters can be concealed in a single 

cover image of a size of 512×512×3 pixels. 
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(a) Secret text files (Shakespeare’s Tempest text) [26] 

  

                                             (b) Cover image              (c) Stego image 

Figure 6. Hiding multiple text files in a single cover image (board.tif). 

4.4 Miscellaneous Data Types 

Figure 7 shows an example of hiding miscellaneous data types (i.e., B&W and coloured images 

and a large text file) in a single cover image (Lena.bmp). Figures 7 (d) and (e) depict the 

original cover and stego images, respectively. In this example, the size of the stego image is 

identical to that of the cover image, as illustrated.  

 

 

 

(a) Example of secret binary images 

 

 

(b) Secret coloured image              (c) Large text file  
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                          (d) Cover image                (e) Stego image 

Figure 7. Hiding miscellaneous data in a single cover image (Lena.bmp). 

5. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION  

There are a various metrics that can be used in order to evaluate the performance of various 

steganography methods. In this paper, a number of performance evaluation metrics are used to 

evaluate the capacity (payload size) and imperceptibility of the cover image, as well as the 

robustness against various attacks. Measuring the PSNR and MSE assesses the imperceptibility, 

while measuring the correlation factor between the original and extracted secret images, after 

attacking the stego image by various noise attacks, assesses the robustness.  

5.1 Capacity (Payload Size) 

There is no specific definition for the capacity of the cover image. However, there are a various 

number of capacity expressions that can be used relying on different steganography approaches. 

In this paper, the capacity (C) has been defined as the amount of the cover image used for the 

embedding purpose [22].  

𝐶(%) =
𝑃𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑙𝑠 𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑑 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑒𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑝𝑢𝑟𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑒

𝐽(𝑖,𝑗)
 ×  100%                               (1) 

where J(i,j) represents the total rows and columns of the cover image (i.e., total number of the 

cover image pixels).  

5.2 PSNR  

Power signal-to-noise ratio is a measure of the difference between the original cover image and 

the stego image. It can be mathematically expressed as:  

𝑃𝑆𝑁𝑅 = 10 × 𝑙𝑜𝑔10(
𝑛2

𝑀𝑆𝐸
)                                     (2) 

where n is the maximum pixel value for 8 bits.  

5.3 MSE  

Mean square error can be defined as the average square error between the cover image and the 

stego image. The mathematical expression for the MSE is given by: 

         𝑀𝑆𝐸 =
1

𝑀×𝑁
∑ ∑ [𝐽(𝑖, 𝑗) − 𝐽′(𝑖, 𝑗)]2𝑛

𝑗=1
𝑚
𝑖=1                         (3) 

where J (i,j) represents the cover image dimensions and J'(i,j) represents the dimensions of the 

stego image. 
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6.  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

This section presents and discusses the results obtained from various experiments that were 

carried out to evaluate the imperceptibility of the stego image against different payload sizes for 

hiding various combinations of data types. It also presents some results on the robustness of the 

proposed algorithm against various kinds of attack.   

6.1 Imperceptibility/Capacity Evaluation for Hiding Multiple B&W Images 

Table 3 shows the performance evaluation when 3 B&W secret images are concealed within a 

single cover image. Various cover images with different formats such as .bmp and .tif have been 

used to demonstrate the efficiency of this algorithm. Moreover, there will be a small variation in 

the PSNR and the MSE, since the capacity is almost constant. 

Table 3. Performance of hiding 3 logical images using various cover images. 

Cover Image PSNR (dB) MSE Capacity (%) 

Lena.bmp 55.83 0.169 75 

Goldhill.bmp 55.82 0.170 75 

Sailboat.tif 55.78 0.171 75 

Board.tif 55.96 0.164 75 

6.2 Imperceptibility/Capacity Evaluation for Hiding Multiple Coloured Images 

Table 4 shows the PSNR, MSE and capacity when hiding three coloured images. This algorithm 

has high capacity; hence the value of the PSNR will be decreased, while that of the MSE will be 

increased. Therefore, as the capacity increases, the PSNR and the MSE will be affected. Various 

image formats have been implemented and provided almost the same results as demonstrated.   

Table 4. Performance of hiding 3 secret coloured images using various cover images. 

Cover image PSNR (dB) MSE Capacity (%) 

Lena.bmp 43.70 0.925 99.56 

Goldhill.bmp 43.90 0.882 99.56 

Sailboat.tif 43.90 0.882 99.56 

Board.tif 43.90 0.882 99.56 

6.3 Imperceptibility/Capacity Evaluation for Hiding Multiple Text Files 

Table 5 shows how the PSNR and the MSE are changing when the capacity increases. As the 

text entered by the user increases, the PSNR will be decreased, while the MSE will be 

increased. For example, when the number of bits is equal to 840; that is equal to 120 text letters, 

the PSNR and the MSE are equal to 80.74 dB and 0.00055, respectively. However, when the 

number of the embedded bits is equal to 752640, which is equivalent to 107520 text letters, 

PSNR and MSE are equal to 51.30 dB and 0.8233, respectively. Figures 8 and 9 illustrate 

clearly the relation between the capacity and PSNR, as well as the relation of the capacity and 

MSE, respectively.  

From Figure 8, it can be seen that the PSNR drops with the increase of the payload (size of 

message to be hidden with respect to the total cover medium size). In fact, this is typical, but 

increasing the payload from about 100 Kbit to about 700 Kbit will result in a drop of the PSNR 

of about 10 dB; a drop that is basically not huge. This illustrates the effectiveness of the 

proposed algorithm. Same conclusion can be drawn from Figure 9, where the MSE increases 

(from about 0.05% to approximately 0.45%) when the payload goes up by the same amount 

mentioned above.   
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Table 5. Performance of hiding various sizes of secret text. 

Cover Image PSNR (dB) MSE (%) Embedded Text  

Size (Kbits)  

Sailboat.tif 80.74 0.00055 0.840 

Sailboat.tif 77.73 0.00109 1.680 

Sailboat.tif 74.71 0.00219 3.360 

Sailboat.tif 71.68 0.00442 6.720 

Sailboat.tif 68.66 0.00885 13.440 

Sailboat.tif 65.65 0.01769 26.880 

Sailboat.tif 62.64 0.03539 53.760 

Sailboat.tif 59.63 0.07079 107.520 

Sailboat.tif 56.83 0.13495 215.040 

Sailboat.tif 53.82 0.26992 430.080 

Sailboat.tif 51.30 0.48233 752.640 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8. PSNR against payload size for hiding private text. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9. MSE against capacity for hiding private text. 

6.4 Imperceptibility/Capacity Evaluation for Hiding Miscellaneous Data Types 

Table 6 shows the values of the PSNR and the MSE when hiding multiple types of private data. 

It can be seen that as the capacity increases, MSE and PSNR will be affected. Figures 10 and 11 

show how the capacity affects the PSNR and the MSE, respectively.  
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Table 6. Performance of hiding multiple private data. 

Cover Image PSNR (dB) MSE (%) Embedded Data  

Size (Kbits)  

Sailboat.tif 48.180 0.32950 719.448 

Sailboat.tif 48.178 0.32973 720.288 

Sailboat.tif 48.173 0.33001 721.968 

Sailboat.tif 48.163 0.33084 728.328 

Sailboat.tif 48.144 0.33232 732.008 

Sailboat.tif 48.106 0.33527 745.488 

Sailboat.tif 48.010 0.34117 772.368 

Sailboat.tif 47.881 0.35297 826.128 

Sailboat.tif 47.625 0.37435 933.648 

Sailboat.tif 47.524 0.38320 973.968 

 

 

Figure 10. PSNR against capacity for hiding multiple types of private data.   

 

Figure 11. MSE against capacity for hiding multiple types of private data.   

The proposed steganography techniques provide not only high capacity, but also high PSNR 

and low MSE. The size of the concealed secret text file (i.e., Shakespeare’s Tempest) equals 

about 752640 bits which is equivalent to 107520 letters. Moreover, sizes of the stego image 

formed in all the proposed techniques were equal to the size of the cover image, which is 

512×512×3 pixels. Capacity values are found to be high except for that of hiding B&W images, 
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since the approximation coefficients that represent the low-low frequencies of the Wavelet 

transform have not been used for the hiding process. However, as the capacity increases, PSNR 

decreases and MSE increases. Table 7 summarizes the obtained performance parameters for the 

developed algorithm.  

Table 7. Performance summary.  

Hidden Data PSNR (dB) MSE (%) Capacity (%) 

Multiple data 47.52 0.383 89.42 

3 B&W images 55.78 0.171 75 

3 Colour images 43.93 0.877 99.56 

Text file 51.43 0.467 95.70 

Embedding three binary secret images within a single cover image by the use of Wavelet 

transform has been proposed and successfully implemented. The PSNR, MSE and capacity 

achieved in this technique were found to be equal to 55.78 dB, 0.171 and 75%, respectively. 

Moreover, another technique has also been proposed, where the user will have the ability to hide 

a single secret colour image within one cover image. PSNR, MSE and capacity are equal to 

43.93 dB, 0.877 and 99.56%, respectively. Another technique to hide large secret text files was 

also proposed. The capacity in this technique can vary depending on the size of the secret text 

file. However, the results of hiding large pdf files have been presented. Furthermore, a method 

to conceal three binary images, one secret colour image and one large text file has been 

suggested in this paper. Figures 10 and 11 illustrate the effect of the payload size on the PSNR 

and the MSE, respectively. 

6.5 Robustness Evaluation for Hiding Miscellaneous Data Types 

Robustness of the proposed steganography algorithm is tested through embedding 

miscellaneous secret data (i.e., three B&W images, a coloured image and a text file) in a cover 

(Lina image). The obtained stego image shown in Figure 12 is then exposed to Gaussian with 

white noise, Poisson noise, and salt and pepper noise.  The attacked stego images and the 

miscellaneous secret data retrieved from each of the attacked images are summarized in Table 8. 

 

 

Figure 12. Original stego image. 

The obtained results clearly demonstrate that the robustness of the developed steganography 

algorithm varies depending on the type of the embedded data and the type of attack. For 

example, it is shown that unlike B&W images, colour images and texts are not affected by the 

attacks used in this study. Furthermore, B&W images are only slightly distorted by the Gaussian 

with white noise and Poisson noise attacks, but are found fragile against salt and pepper noise 

attacks. The correlation between the original and the extracted secret images is measured and 

presented in Table 9. It should be mentioned here that the correlation factor measurement that is 

applied to evaluate robustness of the secret images is not applicable to secret text files.  
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Table 8. Summary of robustness tests against various attacks 

 
Gaussian with  

white noise 
Poisson noise Salt and pepper noise 

Attacked 

stego 

image 

   

Retrieved 

secret 

B&W 

image 

   

Retrieved 

secret 

coloured 

image 

   

Retrieved 

secret 

B&W text 

   

The nature of salt and pepper noise is to affect the B&W pixels; hence the binary images are 

highly affected by this kind of noise. In addition, the adopted pseudo random numbers that are 

dependent on the B&W pixels also affect concealing B&W images. Partial or total distortion is 

therefore expected on the canceled B&W images when exposed to salt and pepper noise due to 

the fact that pixels of such images have binary values that are easily corrupted with a probability 

value of 50%. However, the effect of this noise can be reduced by the use of median or 

morphological filters. Nevertheless, as discussed earlier in the introduction, robustness in 

steganography is less important than in watermarking, since the attacker is mainly concerned 

with the discovery of hidden data rather than with removing or modifying them.   
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Table 9. Correlation factor measurement for various types of attacks.  

 Gaussian with 

white noise 

Poisson noise Salt and pepper 

noise 

Colour image 1 1 1 

B&W image (blobs.png) 1 1 0.20 

B&W image 

(Circles.png) 1 1 0.25 

B&W image 

(Binary_circles.png) 1 0.997 0.06 

B&W text N/A to secret texts 

7. CONCLUSION  

In this paper, a high-capacity image steganography algorithm based on Haar wavelet transform 

that is capable of hiding various data types (i.e., B&W and coloured images, as well as text 

files) has been presented. All these types of private data are concealed in stego images of a 

unified size of 512×512×3 pixels. The stego image is formed to be always equal to the cover 

image. Experimental evaluation has proven that the proposed steganography is highly efficient 

in terms of capacity size of the cover image while maintaining a relatively low MSE and high 

PSNR and is reasonably robust against external attacks. The provided results have confirmed 

this conclusion.   

The developed algorithms can also be further improved by the use of Huffman coding in order 

to have more area for hiding extra data; hence increasing the capacity. Moreover, robustness, 

which can be defined as how long the stego carrier can withstand before an eavesdropper can 

extract the concealed data, is another area for future improvement. For example, the binary 

vector of the secret image can be divided into a number of small blocks where each block can 

then be concealed randomly within the cover image. Thus, even if eavesdroppers discover the 

stego image, they will not have the ability to assemble the hidden blocks of the secret image. 

Cryptography can also be added to improve security through allocating unused pixels for 

cryptography bits. These potential improvements among others are currently part of the on-

going research of the authors. Also, measures for image quality assessment like structural 

similarity index (SSI) or structural similarity index mean (SSIM) can be used to assess the 

quality of data embedding.  

Finally, steganography is an open area for further research, as many algorithms can still be 

proposed and practically implemented. However, it is worth mentioning that security, 

robustness and payload (capacity) will always conflict with each other. A fourth factor that can 

be added here is the performance or algorithm execution time that can add more challenge in 

this research area. 
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 ملخص البحث:

باكنببببب ةةلنبببببلاة  الصببببب ة  ابببببعةب بببببنتةومل   بببببلة  ببببب ة  ناننبببببية  ببببب  ةيأصبببببماية البببببب ة  م

  ضبببببن ا ة ابببببلةبننبببببوتة  يببببب ة ببببب ةأ بببببن غةابببببل  ة   ايببببب ة   وصبببببو ةل ببببب ةو ببببب ة  ميلنبببببلاة

ب اة بسببببببل جةلء ببببببل ة  صببببببواةأ ةأ بببببب   ة ن ببببببلة ببببببعة سببببببللقةوا  بببببب ة ال اصوصببببببي ة   سببببببنإ

واصببببببي ة  ميلنببببببلاة  الصبببببب ة  ءببببببقةصببببببوا ة بببببب  ة  اصببببببو ة  بببببب ة بببببب  ة جبببببببجة ة

باكببببب ة ا يبببببلغةواييببببب ية ببببب ة  نببببب  ة  صببببب عّةاننب ببببب ةوانببببب ة   بببببال ة يبببببنة  اابببببوإ ي ة

ة ببببب  ةصبببببوا ة  نببببب   بببببن ة بببببعة  نببببب  ة   جببببببجاة ببببب   ة ببببب  إ ة ببببب ةلبببببب ة  ميلنبببببلاة  ااصإ

  ن ببببببج يةهلا يا ببببببلة ببببببل ا لةبت ببببببجإ  ة بببببب ة  اان مببببببلاة  ال ببببببا ة ا ببببببوب ةأ   ةءو ا  يببببببلاة

ةة  ء ل ا

و ببببجية بببب ية  واهبببب ةءو ا  يبببب ةلء ببببل ة ل يبببب ة    ل يبببب ة  ببببلة   ببببجا ة  بببب ةلء ببببل ة  بببب ةلميببببنة

نببببب ة  صبببببواة  صنلليببببب ّة  ببببب ة  ميلنبببببلاة  اا نهببببب  ة صبببببقة   إبببببلاة  نصبببببو ّة    صبببببواة  ا وإ

نببببببو بة بببببب ة  ميلنببببببلاّة ببببببعةصببببببوا ة بببببب  ة   ببببببج ةال ببببببااج يةأ ةونليمبببببب ة بببببب ة بببببب ية  

واوبببببببببقةم ببببببببلامة  اوب ببببببببلااة هببببببببجةوبببببببب ة ببببببببن ةو لصببببببببيقةءو ا  يببببببببلاة  ء ببببببببل ة

ةو بببببببوب ةأ   ة نب ببببببب ة     ببببببباان عة لنبببببببو بة  ااا  ببببببب ة ببببببب ة  ميلنبببببببلاة  نلهببببببببا لاة ةوببببببب إ

 ن ببببببببج يةهلا يبببببببب ة   ا لّة ان بببببببب ة بببببببب ة يبببببببب ة بببببببب  ةصببببببببوا ة  نبببببببب  ّة   ء ببببببببل ة  ا

ة  او ا  يببببببلاةيإة ا   االنبببببب اة ة  اصببببببو ة  ي ببببببلةأ إ نببببببية  ناببببببللاة   ا   ببببببلاة  اببببببعةوبببببب إ

  اببببعة ببببناةونوبن ببببلةا اة  ل يبببب ة ل يبببب ة بببب ة يبببب ة بببب  ةصببببوا ة  نبببب  ّة بببب ة  ا ببببل ة

  بببببب ةهيابببببب ة نا ضبببببب ةنسببببببميلغة  انبببببب ة  اناي ببببببعة  ااو بببببب ة هيابببببب ة ل يبببببب ة   بببببب ةنسببببببم ة

ةةاا   ا ل لا ةل  ة  ض ياّةلضل  ةل  ة الن ة   و  ةضجة    الاة  ا


